“How Can I Trust Christianity and the Bible Are True With So Many Changes and Translations?”

March 21, 2019
I recently visited the Museum of the Bible in Washington DC. I was excited to go there, because I thought I would view a lot of evidence for the faith of Christianity. While that was true, I was disappointed to leave the museum more confused than when I had arrived. …

Are Surveys Fake News?

March 14, 2019
On March 7, 2019, Probe’s Senior VP Steve Cable gave a
one-hour presentation drawing on his decades of statistical research and insight to probe deeply into the trustworthiness of news containing references to surveys. In this message he shows why we should remain skeptical of what surveys purportedly indicate. Sometimes …

Princess Warrior, First Responder
March 5, 2019
One of my favorite things to talk about is the Gender Spectrum, because I think it provides a very helpful understanding of people. Instead of a single spectrum with masculinity on one end and femininity on the other, I believe God has created a masculinity spectrum and a separate femininity …

How Bad is This Conversion Therapy Thing?
February 19, 2019
As pro-LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender)
voices and values grow louder and more insistent in the culture, what about those people of faith who experience same-sex attraction and don’t want it? What are they supposed to do with feelings and desires at odds with their faith? How are they …